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This paper deals with the considerations about the structure of a set of all topolo-
gies of topological groups and some properties of the complementary topology of the 
given topology of a topological group. 
In the first part it is proved, that the set 2) of all topologies of topological groups 
on the underlyining set G is a complete lattice, and it is proved that if G is an abelian 
group, then the lattice 9) is modular. In the second part we shall investigate the 
complement of the topology %(Z) of a top. group (G, I) that is compatible with the 
group operation. 
Further we shall deal with the complementarity of factogroups of complementare 
groups, and in one example we shall show, that lattice 9) is not distributive. 
A topology r(I*) on a set is always given by a neighbourhood basis I*. A neigh-
bourhood of a set in a topological space is an open set containing that set. A topolo-
gical group on a group G with a topology x(I), that is defined by a neighbourhood 
basis of zero I we shall denote by (G, I). 
§ 0. PRELIMINARY REMARKS AND DEFINITIONS 
0.1. A topological space is a space in the meaning of Bourbaki (i.e. 9 = 9 A c A, 
A = A ATC7B — Au B. This space is not a F0-space. 
0. 2. Lattice operations are indicated v, A . Partially ordered set A is called 
complete lattice, if there exists a supremum and an infimum of every its subset. 
0. 3. The sets of all topologies on the set N we shall notice g or 3KN). The set of all 
topologies on a group G that are compatible with the group operation we shall 
notice ty or ty(G). 
At next considerations the two following sentences are basic. 
0. 4. Let (G, I) be a topological group. Then I fulfils the following conditions: 
1. The intersection of two arbitrary sets of I contains a set of I. 
2. For any set Uel there exists a set Vel such that V — Va U. 
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3. For any set Uel and any element ueU there exists a set Vel such that 
V + u cz U. 
4. For any set Uel and any element g e G there exists a set Vel such that 
-g + V + g cz U. 
Proof: [1], III., § 18., p. 107. 
0. 5. Let G be a group. Let I be a system of subsets of G fulfilling the conditions 
1.— 4. of 0. 4. Then (G, I ) is a top. group. Topology in G defined by means of I is 
determined uniquelly. 
Proof: [1], III., § 18., Th. 9., p. 107. 
§ 1. STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF TOPOLOGIES 
TOPOLOGICAL GROUP 
This part will be investigated of the structure of the set of topologies, of the topolo-
gical groups. 
1.1 Definition: Let xx and T2 be topologies on the set G. We say, that TX is stronger 
than T2 (T2 is weaker than xx), when there exists a base I* with regard to the topology 
xx and I* regarding to the topology T2 and I* zo I*. We write xt = T 2 . 
1. 2. Lemma: Let (G, I) be a top. group, M cz G an arbitrary set and I' be the set 
of all open sets in (G, I) containing zero in G. Then (G, I') is a top. group and it 
holds MX(I) = Mx(r). 
1. 3. Lemma: Let (G, Ix) and (G, I2) be top. grops. Then the following statement 
are equivalent. 
1. x(I,) = T ( I 2 ) 
2. For arbitrary set M cz G it is Mx(Il) cz Mx(Il). 
3. For arbitrary neighbourhood Uel2 there exists a neighbourhood Velx such 
that U 3 V. 
4. For the systems of I1 and I2 of all open sets containing zero in G with regard 
to topologies x(Ix) and T(2"2) it holds I
1 zo I2. 
Proof: See [3]. 
1. 4. Remark: The relation _ introduced in def. 1.1. is partially order on the set ty 
of all topologies of top. groups with the same underlyining set G. 
1.5. Theorem: The set 2) of all topologies of top. groups on the same underlyining 
set G is a complete lattice with the greatest element x(I), I = {X = G: 0 e X} and the 
smallest element x(I), I = {G}. 
Proof: Let x(It) e 9)(G), i e I. Evidently it is x(I) = x(It) = x(I). 
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Let {r(It) : / e I} be an arbitrary set of topologies on the group G It be a system 
of all neighbourhoods of zero in the topology T(2"f), /eL . Let Q = { n Ut: Ute 
i e I 
e I{, i e I, card {/ e I: Uf ^ G} < K0} and we prove that V§XG) M-^i)
: / e I} == x{0}-
First we prove, that the system G fulvils conditions 0.5. 
1. Let Wy, W2 e Q. Then Wx = f) Uf, W2 = f) Uj, where U^-el,, / e I 0 , U,e 
i e I o jej 
e Ij,je J0, L0 and J0 are subsets in L It is Wx n W2 = f\ Uk, where K0 = I0 u / 0 , 
fceKo 
Ufc e IkoJ K0 c I, card K0 < K0. 
2 . - 4 . Let W = n U/ e Q is an arbitrary element. Then there exists a set I0 c I, 
i e I 
card I0 < K0 such that Uf ^ G for / e I0 and Uf = G for / e I \ I0. Then for arbitrary 
elements we W, ge G, Uf, / e I 0 according to 0. 4. there exists neighbourhoods 
Vt elt ie I0 such that it is Vf - Vf <= Uf [Vf + w c= Uf, -g + Vf + g <= Uf]. For 
ieL\L0 it is Uf = G and then it holds this relation for Vf = G. It means, that 
n ^ - n ^ ^ n ^ - ^ ^ n ui9 en ̂  + ^ = n (vt + ^ c n ̂ , -* + 
i e I ie I ie I ieI ieI ie I ie I 
+ fl vi + £ = n ( - £ + ^i + g) c n ^»- where only for / e I0, card I0 < K0 is 
ie I ieI ieI 
Vf T* G and then n ^
 6 2- According to 0. 5. (G, Q) is a top. group. The system Q is 
i e I 
by the system It, ie I uniquely defined. 
Therefore G e n -EI? fl -̂ i <= 2
 an<i according to L. 1. 3. it is T(I() <, T(Q). If 
ieI ieI 
(p e 9) is an arbitrary topology with the property (p ^ Tf, ieL, and X" a system of all 
neighbourhoods of zero in topology cp, then it is I' => n -̂ » ( s e e L. 1. 3). 
i e I 
For arbitrary We Q it is W = n ^i> where Ufelf, ieL. From the condition 
i e I 
1. 0. 4. there exists a neighbourhood W' e I' such that W' c W. By the implication 
3. => 1. of the lemma 1. 3. it is T ( I ' ) ^ T ( 0 . SO the topology T(Q) is the supremum of 
topologies T(I(), i e L. 
We proved, that the set 9) has the smallest element that is the trivial topology and 
that every subset of set ?) has a supremum. So the set •}) is a complete lattice. 
1.6. Corollary: If T(I() e $(G), ieL then it holds VmG)T(2d = Vfxo <Zd = 
ieI ieI 
= T(Q), where Q = {(\Ut: Ut e It, i e L, card {/ e L, Ut ¥= G} < K0}. 
ieI 
Proof: It follows from the proof of the theorem 1.5. 
1.7. Definition: Let T C ^ ) , T(.I2) e $(G). We say that T ^ ) and T ( I 2 ) are commuta-
tive topologies if for arbitrary U elx, Ve I2 there exist Ux, U2ell, Vx, V2e I2 
so that U + V 3 Vt + U!, V + U 3 U2 + V2. 
1.8. Theorem: lfx{Ix\ T(I2) e 9)(G), I = {U + V: Uell9 Vel2}, I ' = {V + 
+ U : Uelu Ve I2}, then the following statements are equivalent: 
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1. T ( I , ) and T(£ 2 ) are commutative. 
2. T(I) = T(I') 
3. T ( I , ) A § ) T ( I 2 ) = T ( I ) 
Proof: 1. => 3.: First we prove that the system I fulfils the assumplitions of 
complete system of neighbourhoods of zero of a topology from ^)(G). 
1. For arbitrary U + V, Ux + V, e I it is (U + V) n (Uj + Vt) => (U n U,) + 
+ (Vn Vj) = U2 + V2 where U2elx, U2 n Ul9 V2el2, V2 = Vn V,. 
2. Let U + V e I be arbitrary. Then ther exist U' e!l9V e I2 such that U => U' + 
+ U', Vz> V' + V' and therefore U' + V'el. Further there exist U"eli9 V" el2 
such that U' + V' 3 V" + U" and U" + V" e I, U" cz U', V" c V' and it holds 
(U" + V") + (U" + V") = U" + (V" + U") + V" c U" + (U' + V') + V" cz 
<z (U' J U') + (V + V') c U + V. 
Further there exist Vm e I2, U
m e Zx such that -W
m c V", - U* c U" and it is 
~(Um + V") = - V * - U" c V" + U" cz U' + V' cz U + V. 
3. For arbitrary U + Ve I and u + v e U + V there exist U' e Ix and V' e 
6 I2, V" e l2 such that U' + u cz U, V' + v c V, - u + V" + u cz V'. Then U' + 
+ V" e I and (U' + V") + (u + v) = U' + (V" + u) + v c U' + (u + V) + v = 
= (U' + u) + (V + v) cz U + V. 
4. For arbitrary U+ V el, g e G there exist Ux e Il9 Vxel2 such that —g + 
+ Ux + g cz Ux, - g + Vx + g cz V and - g + (Ux + Vx) + g = ( - g + Ux + g) + 
+ ( - < ? + T i + g ) c U+ V, U, + ^ e l 
Together vith regard to 0. 5. it is T ( I ) e 9)(G). 
Now we prove, that T(I , 1) A-p(G) x(I2) = T(X). Evidently x(I) ^ T(It), / = 1, 2 
and if T(.I0) e 9)(G), T ( I 0 ) g T(.Tl), i = 1, 2, then for arbitrary neighbournhood 
U0 6 r 0 there exists W0 e I0 such that U0 z> W0 + W0. Further there exist Uie21, 
Vx e 129 W0 z> Ut u Vx and then U0 z> Ux + Vl9 Ux + Vx e I and by 1.3. it is 
T(E0) <; T(_T), i.e., T(2T) is an infimum of topologies r(Ix) and T(.I2) in the lattice $ . 
3. => 1.: For arbitrary Uell9 Vel2 there exist Uxelx, Vxel2 such that 
± Ui cz U, ± Vx cz V, U + V z> (U! + Vt) + (Ux + Vx) => V! + Ui. Further, 
there exist C^el - . , V2el2 such that Uj + Vx z> -(U2 + V2) and V + U z> 
=> ~VX - U, = -(U i + Vt) => U2 + V2. 
Together x(I) and T( I ' ) are commutative. 
1. o 2 . According to the definition 1.7. and lemma 1.3. 
1.9. Corollary: Let G be an abelian group, r(Ix), T ( I 2 ) e ?)(G). Then x(Ix) A§xo 
A , ( G ) T ( 1 2 ) = T ( I ) , where I = {U + V : Uel,, Vel2}. 
1.10. Theorem. If G is an abelian group, then the lattice $(G) is modular. 
Proof: Let topology x(I^ e 9)(G), i = 1, 2, 3, T ( I 1 ) g T ( I 3 ) . Regarding to Lemma 
1.2. we may suppose that It is formed with all open sets in T(IJ), which contains zero 
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in G (/ = 1, 2, 3). Let us indicate: x' = x(It) V$(x(I2) A ^ T ^ ) ) , T" = (x(Ix) V$ 
T ( I 2 ) )
 A ^ < I 3 ) . According to 1.6. and 1.9. it is I' = {Ut n (U2 + U3) : ̂ , € 1 ^ 
i = l , 2 , 3}, (2" = {(Ux n U2) + U3 : Ut e Ii9 i = 1, 2, 3}, respectively) a complete 
system of neighbourhoods of zero of the topology x' (resp. T"). Let U" e 2" be an 
arbitrary neighbourhood. Then U" = (Ux n U2) + U3, Ut e 2 f , i = 1, 2, 3 and there 
exist U°xelu U3°e23 such that -Ul + Ur c Ul5 U3 c ux n U3 because C/J e 
e ^ c l j . From that for arbitrary u' e U' = Ui n (U2 + U3) it holds u' = u2 + 
+ u3 e Ui, where u2 6 U2, u3 G U3. Then u2 = - u 3 + u' e - U3 + U\° c - U[ c 
c - Ui + Ui c Ui, what it means, that u' e (Ui n U2) + U3, i.e., U' c U" and 
by lemma 1.3. it is x' ^ x". Relation T' ^ T" is obvious, then x' = T". Together we 
proved, that ty(G) is a modulare lattice. 
§ 2. A C O M P L E M E N T O F A T O P O L O G Y OF A T O P O L O G I C A L 
G R O U P I N T H E LATTICE g(G) A N D 9)(G) 
2.0. Definition: Let G be a set and T(2) be a topology on G a topology x(I') on G 
is called a complement of the topology T(2), if the supremum of topologies x(I) and 
x(I') is a discrete topology and the infimum of topologies x(I) an x(Ir) is a trivial 
topology. 
2.1. Theorem: Let (G, 2) and (G, I') be top. groups. Then topologies x(I) and 
T(2') are complementary in the lattice $f if and only if G = n 2 + n 2" and there 
exist neighbourhoods [ / e l , Ve 2", with the property U n V = {0}. 
Proof: =>: Let T(2) and T(2') be complementary in g. With the assumption 
x(I) v ^ T(I") = T({2G}) it is evident that there exist neighbourhoods Ue2, Vel' 
with the property Un V = {0}. Further for arbitrary neighbourhoods Uel, Vel' 
it is the set U+ V open in T( I ) , T ( T ) and with the assumption T ( I ) A -yr(I') = x({G}) 
it follows U + V = G. Let g e G be an arbitrary element. Then for each U e I, 
Vel' there exist elements u e U, v e V, that # = u + v. If U, Ui e I , V, Vx e I ' are 
such neighbourhoods, that U n V c {0}, — Ux + Ui c U, Vt — Vx c V, then there 
exist u! e U!, v! e Vj such that g = ut + vx. Let V2 e I", vt £ V2 c Vx exist. Then 
there exist V3 = Vi n V2, V3 e .1" and it holdsg — u2 + v2, where u2e Ui9v2e V3. 
From there - u 2 + ui = v2 - vi e ( - U± + Ux) n (Vt - Vx) c Un V = {0}. Then 
v! = v2 e V3 c V2, what is a contradiction. It means, that vt e n 2"and similarly 
we prove, that ux e n 2 and G = n 2 + n 2'. 
<=: If there exist arbitrary neighbourhoods Ue2, Ve2', Un V= {0}, then 
evidently T(2) v 0 T(2 ' ) = T({2
G}). Let G = n 2 + n 2 ' be and 0 # A c G, A be 
an open set in T(2) and T(2 ' ) , a e A arbitrary element. Then O e A — a is an open set 
in T(2) and T(2"), then n 2U n 2 ' c A — a. Further, for an arbitrary element 
z e (12 there exists neighbourhood Uzel' such that z + Ua c A — #, what means, that 
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G = n I + n I ' c z U { z + Uz : z e n 1} cz A - a cz G. Together A = G + a = G 
andT( I )A^T( r )=T({G}) . 
2.2. Theorem: Let (G, I) and (G, I ' ) be top. groups. Then the topologies x(I) and 
T ( I ' ) are complementary in the lattice g if and only if G = U + V, for any U el, 
V e I' and there exist neighbourhoods U0 el, V0e I' with the property U0 n V0 = 
= {0}-
Proof: =>: It follows from the proof the Theorem 2.1. 
<=: Let G = U + V, be for arbitrary U el, V el' and let neighbourhoods U0 e I, 
V0el
f exist such that U0 n V0 = {0}. Evidently {0} e x(I) v%x(I') and x(I) v ^ 
v ^ T(I') is a discrete topology. Further, if A cz G is a not empty open set in x(I) and 
x(I') and a e A an arbitrary element. Then A — a is open in T(I) and so in x(I') and 
O e A —a. There exists a neighbourhood U e I, U cz A — a. Further, for any zeU 
there exists a neighbourhood Uz e I ' such that z + U, cz A — a. One of these neigh-
bourhoods Uz e I' we sign V. It holds G = U+ V cz U {z + Uz : z e U} cz A - a cz 
cz G. Together A = G + a and then T ( I ) A e T ( I ' ) = T({G}). 
2.3. Definition: Let G be a group, A, B normal subgroups in G. If G = A + B, 
An B = {O}, then it is called, that G is a direct product of A, B. 
2.4. Lemma: Let (G, I) be a top. group and let U e I be a subgroup in G. Then Uis 
a closed set in G (U is a clopen set). 
Proof: Let g e U . U + g i s a neighbourhood of g, (U + g) n U -̂  0. Then there 
exist elements f h e U such, thatf + g = //. From there g = —f + h e U, or U cz U 
an then U = U. 
2.5. Theorem: Let (G, J ) and (G, I') be top. groups. Then topologies x(I) an 
T(X') are complementary in g if and only if, there exist basis I0 and I0 of topologies 
x(I) and T(.X"), 2"0 CZ X, J 0 cz .1" such that G is a direct product of any neighbourhood 
UGl0 and Vel'0. 
Proof: =>: Topologies x(I) and T(I") are complementary in $, then with regard to 
theorem 2.2. there exists a neighbourhood U0 e I and V0 e I' such that U0 n V0 = 
= {O} and for any Ue .1 and any Ve I' it holds U + V = G. 
We chose the systems It = {U cz U0 : Ue I}, I[ = {V cz V0 : Ve I'}. For any 
neighbourhoods Uelt, Vel[ it is Un V = {O}, U + V = G. For any neigh-
bourhood Uel(Uel') there exists a neighbourhood U^el^a I(Ut eI[ cz .!') 
such that Uj cz U, Then 2^ ( l i ) is a base of zero of topology T ( I ) (X(I')). 
We shall prove that for every neighbourhoods U e It there exists a neighbourhood 
Welt, W cz U such that W is a subgroup. For any U elx there exists Wx elt 
such that JVczU, -W-W+W+WczU. Evidently it is W n V = {O}, 
W+ V = G for any Veli-
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Let w{, w2 e W be. Then we can write wt + w2 in the form: w1 + w2 -= w + v, 
where we W, ve Ve 1\. From there v = — w + Wj + w2 c U, i.e., ve U, ve V but 
I/n V = {O}, i.e., v = O, when w{ + w2 = we W and then W + Wc W. Let 
wt e W. The element — wx we can write in the form — wx = w + v, where we W, 
D G J/ => v = - w - w\ c U, i.e., v e V, v e U. But U n V = {O} follows v = 0, 
— v = 0, — Wj = w e W, —W cz W. Together Wis a subgroup. According to 2.4. W 
is a clopen subgroup in G. 
We notice r 2 = {W : We J j , W is a clopen subgroup in G}. In the same way we 
can construct the system 
1'2 = {W : Well, W is a clopen subgroup in G}. 
For any neighbourhood UeI(UeI') we ca find a neighbourhood Wel2 c 
c I (W e I2 c r ) such that W c U. Thenl2(2'2) is a base of zero of topology T( I ) , 
(T( I ' ) ) . For any Wel2 there exist W0el2, W0 c W such, that W0 is a norm, sub-
group in G. Let Wel2, W e I'2. Then Wand W are clopen subgroups in G and it 
is W + W = G, W n W' = {0}. If g e G is an arbitrary element, then there exist 
W0 c W, Wo* c W, W0eI2,W0
>e I 2 , such that -g + W0 + g c W, -g + W<; + 
+ g c W'. We choose any w0 e W0. Then — g + w0 + g = w0 + w0, where w0 e W0, 
w0 e W0 and —w0 — g + w0 + g = w0 e W0. It is w0 e Wbecause — w0 e W0 c W, 
—g" + w0 + g e W and it follows — w0 — g + w0 + g = w0 c W. Therefore 
Wn WcJ = {0}, w0 = 0, - g + w0 + g = w0 e W0, -g + W0 + g c W0, and W0 
is a normal subgroup in G. We sign 
I0 = { W0 : W0 e I2, W0 is a normal subgroup in G} 
and with the same method, we construct I0 c I'2, 
-̂ o = {W0 :Wel2, W0 is a norm, subgroup in G}. 
Finally we have that in every neighbourhood U el (resp. I') if can be found a neigh-
bourhood, W0 e I0 cz I (W0 e I0 cz I") such that W0 c U. Then I0, I0 resp., is the 
base of zero of topology x(I), %(!') resp. For each neighbourhood W0 e I0 and W0 e 
e I0 if is W0 n W0 = {0}, W0 + W0 = G. Then JQ and I 0
 a r e s u c b bases that G is 
a direct product of an arbitrary neighbourhood U el0 and V el0,l0 cz I, I0 cz I'. 
Evidently (G, .T0) and (G, I0) are top. groups. 
<=: Systems I0 and 10 are bases of topologies x(l) and x(I'), and G is a direct 
product of arbitrary neighbourhoods U el0 and U' e I0. For every neighbourhood 
W0 e I0 and W0 e I0 it is W0 n W0 = {0}, W0 + W0 = G and therefore according 
to the theorem 2.2. topologies x(I) and x(Z') are complementary in 5-
2.6. Corollary: Let (G, I ) and (G, I') be top. groups T( I ) , T(2") be commutative 
topologies. Then there are the following conditions equivalent: 
1. x(I), x(Ir) are complementary in lattice $• 
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2. G = n I + n I" and there exist a neighbourhoods UeX, Vel', such that 
U n K = {0}. 
3. U + V = G for any Uel, Vel' and there exist neighbourhoods U0el, 
V0 e r , such that U0 n V0 = {0}. 
4. There exist bases of zero I 0
 c - ^ J o c r of topologies T(2T), T(I') such, that G 
is a direct product of any neighbourhood U el0 and neighbourhood V e I'0. 
5. T ( I ) , T(I') are complementary in the lattice 9). 
Proof: l.<->2.: see Th. 2. 1 
L o 3 . : seeTh. 2. 3 
L o 4 . : seeTh. 2. 5 
1. => 5.: If T(I) and T(I') are complementary in lattice g, then according 
to the corollary 1. 6. it is T(I) v ^ T( I ' ) = T(X) v ^ T( I ' ) . By Th. 2. 2. for all Uel, 
Vel' it holds U + V = G. According to the corollary 1. 9. if is T(2T) A-pT(r) = 
= T({U + V :UeI, Vel'}) = T({G}) and then T(I) and T(I') are complementary 
in the lattice ty. 
5. => 1.: If T(I) and T(Z') are complementary in the lattice $), then T(I) V ̂  T(X') = 
= T ( I ) v g T(X'). Further, it is T ( I ) A p T(X') = T({G}), but T(I) A ^ T(X') = 
= <{U + V : Ue I, Ve I'}), U + V = G, for any Uel, Ve I'. Then by 2. 2. 
T(2T) and T(r) are complementary in the lattice $-. 
2.7. Remark: Let (G, .1) and (G, X') be top. groups. Then the conditions L, 2., 2., 4. 
are equivalent to the result 2. 6. 
2.8. Corollary: Let G be a group (an abelian group, resp.), T(I) e ty0(G). Then T ( I ) 
has a complement (from ?)(G)) in lattice g (?)> resp.) if and only if T(I) is discrete. 
Proof: In both cases it follows from 2. 1. and 2. 6., that T(I) has a complement 
T( I ' ) there in 9) if and only if G = n I + n I ' and there exist neighbourhoods 
Uel, Vel' such that U n V = {0}. But then n I = {0} when G = n I', T ( I ' ) = 
= T({G}) or T ( I ) = T({2G}). The rest of the proof is evident. 
2.9. Corollary: Let G be a group (an abelian group, resp.), T(I) e 9)(G) \ ^0(G). 
Then T(2") (from 2)(G)) is a complement to T(I) in lattice g (?), resp.) in that case 
when G is a direct product of n I and n r and n l e l , n r e l ' , 
Proof: If it is T(.T) a complement of T(I), then nl, nl' are normal subgroups in 
G and according to 2. 1. and 2. 6. it is G = n I + nl',nl n nl' = {0}. Further, 
Uel, Vel" and by 2. 5. there exist normal subgroups in G, A a U,B <=. V, A e 1', 
Bel' such that A + B = G, A n J? = {0}. If there exist Ux el, UX%A by the certain 
arguments there exists a normal subgroup C <=. Ux,CeI, C$A such that C + I? = 
= G, Cn 2? = {0}. With regard to the modularity of the lattice of normal subgroups 
in G we receive a contradiction and then A = n I e 1. Similarly we prove, that n T e 
e 1'. The rest of proof is evident. 
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2.10. Example: If G is an abelian group, G = Ax 0 A2 = Ax ® A% are direct 
products, A2 # A3, then for topologies x(I{)9 where It == {X cz G : -4,- cz X}, it is 
T(I()e?)(G), i = 1, 2, 3. According to 2. 1. topology x(Zx) is complementary to 
T ( I 2 ) and T(-E3), T ( I 2 ) # T ( I 3 ) . Obviously the condition T, A (T2 V T3) = (T, A T2) V 
v (xt A T3) is not fulfilled and the lattice 9)(G) is not distributive. 
2.11. Definition: A top. space G is called connected when it is not decompose it in 
two (not empty) disjunctive closed (open) sets A, B. In the contrary case the*top. space 
is called disconnected. 
2.12. Theorem: Let (G, I) and (G, I') be top. groups. If topologies T( I ) and T ( I ' ) 
are complementary in $ and I # {0, G} 4= T then (G, I ) and (G, I') are disconnected 
spaces. 
Proof: Let us assume, that (G, I) is a connected top. space. From the theorem 
2. 5. it follows that there exists a neighbourhood U el, which is a subgroup in (G, J) , 
{0} ^ V ¥" G. According to the lemma 2. 4. Vis a closed set, i.e., U is clopen. The 
set G \ U is closed in (G, I) and U u (G\U) = G. It can be possible only if G\U = 0 
or G = U and it is a contradiction, with the fact that U is a subgroup in G, {0} # 
# tf ± G. 
Similarly we can prove that (G, 2") is a disconnected top. space. 
2.13. Theorem: Let (G, I) and (G, 2"), be top. groups, topologies T(.T) and T(I"), 
be complementary and N cz G be a subgroup in G. If IN = {U n N : Ue I}9 IN = 
= {V n N : Ve I ' } , then top. groups (N, IN) and (N, IN) have again complement-
ary topologies x(IN) and T(2^) if $\ 
Proof: We prove, that the systems .1^ and EN fulfil the conditions T1L 2.2. 
1, Let UNeIN9 VNeZ'N9 Uiv = UnN, VjV = VnN, where Uel, Ve.T. 
It holds U+ V = G, Nc G=>N= UnN+ VnN= U* + VN. 
2. If Fel, He!', Fn H = {0}, then there exist sets FNeIN and HNeZN, 
FN = FnN,HN = H n NanditisF^nH* = FnNnHnN = FnHnN = 
= {0}. 
2.14. Remark: If (G, 2T) and (G, J ' ) are complementary top groups, Nc G is 
a normal subgroup in G, then the top. factogroups (G\N, I*) and (G\N, 1'*) are not 
complementary generally. (The system 2"*-see [1], p. I l l def. 24). 
The situation, when complementary factogroups we can derive from complemen-
tary groups, it is shown in the following, theorem. 
2.15. Theorem: Let (G, T) and (G, T') be top. groups, and topologies T and x' be 
complementary, I and I" be bases of topologies T and x' composed with normal sub-
groups. Let N = n I or N = n T. Then top. factogroups (G / N, I*) and (G / N, I '*) 
are complementary (in g). 
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Proof: We chose bases I and I' of topologies T and T' in such a way, that they 
are composed only with the normal subgroups in G. Such bases exist (see 2.5.) First, 
we prove that N = n I is a normal subgroup. By 0. 5. for any neighbourhoods 
U 6 I and any eminent a e U there exists a neighbourhood V el such that V + a a U. 
Specially for any U el and any rzeNitisN+rzcz U and N + N c N. Further, for 
any neighbourhood U el there exists a neighbourhood V e I" such that — V c U. 
However V => N, or —Nc — V c U and from there — N c= n I = N. Together N 
is a subgroup in G. Further for any neighbourhood U el and any element g e G 
there exists a neighbourhood Vel such that — g + V + g c= U. Then — g + N + 
+ gc= — g + V + g c Ufor any neighbourhood U el. It means, that — g + N + 
+ g c N. According to [1], p. 19, def. 4 Nis a normal subgroup. 
We prove, that systems I* and I'* fulfil the asumptions of the theorem 2.2., i.e., 
for any Ux e I* , Vx e I'* it holds Ut + Vx = G and exist F1 e I* , Hj e r *, such 
that Fx n Hx = {0} in G / N. 
1. For any U e I , V e I' it is U + V = G. We denote Ux and Vx elements of bases 
I* and I'* inducet with the set U and V. Evidently it holds Ux ID U, Vt => V and 
£/i + Vi = G. Evidently so for any neighbourhood U* e l * and Vel'* it holds 
rj* + V* = G. 
2. There exist sets Fel'&nd Hel' such that F n H = {0}. We denote Fx and Hj, 
belonging element of bases I* and I'* induced with sets F and H. We prove, that 
Fx n H! = N. 
We assume, x = N + x c Ft n HA and show, that x = N. Therefore 0 e N and 
x 6 Fi n H! = F! n H + N, F! = u {N + x : x e F} follows x e F n H + N. We 
can x write x = h + a, where he H, ae N and h — x — aeF. Therefore N c F 
and F is a subgroup. But F n H = {0}, therefore h = 0 and x e N, Then x = N + x 
is the zero element of the factogroup G / N. Then Fx n Hx = N. 
2.16. Remark: Let (G, I) and (G, I') be complementary top. groups. If at least 
one of there systems I, I' is such, that every its element is unit in a factogroup G / N 
with regard to a normal subgroup N in G, then the top. factogroups (G / N, I*) 
and (G / N, I'*) are complementary. (In g). 
Proof: Is similar as the proof of the Th. 2.15. 
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